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Problem 1: energy densities of fossil fuels 
Background 

The energy “content” of a fossil fuel is the energy that would be released when the fuel is 
burnt. By considering the chemical bonds in the reactants before the burning occurs and 
the products afterwards, you can determine the chemical energy released and so back out 
what we call the energy density of the fossil fuel. For combustion of a hydrocarbon (H’s 
and C’s) with oxygen the burning reaction is 

  Fuel + oxygen -> carbon dioxide + water 

The oxygen is the “oxidant”; the fuel plus oxygen together are the “reactants”, and the 
carbon dioxide and water are the things produced – the “products”.  

Note that energy density you’d derive is a function of how fuel is to be combusted (with 
oxygen). The energy release is a function of the whole reaction, not just of the bonds in a 
molecule of the fuel. So what we call a fuel’s energy density is dependent on how we 
assume the reaction will proceed. Luckily on Earth oxygen is such a good and common 
oxidant that we don’t try to do any other strange kind of combustion. 

Some chemistry background: you can think of a chemical bond between two atoms as 
being a link between electrons in those atoms. If two atoms each share one of their 
electrons, they have a shared pair. Different atoms have different numbers of electrons 
they “want” to share: carbon tends to make four bonds, oxygen two, and hydrogen with 
its lone electron can only make a single bond. If two atoms make two different bonds with 
each other that is termed a “double bond” and indicated by a “=”). 

What we term the “bond energy” of a 
chemical bond is not energy “contained” by 
the bond – it is the energy that would be 
required to break that bond. The higher the 
value, the harder the molecule is to break 
apart. A reaction will occur spontaneously 
when molecules that are relatively easy to 
break apart are converted to others that are 
harder to tear apart – that is, when the 
combined bond energies of the reactants are 
less than those of the products. If a reaction 
would occur spontaneously (and release 
heat), the difference in energies between 
reactants and products is negative. 

Because bond energies are small, it is 
common to use units of energy per “mole”, where one mole = 6.022⋅1023 (molecules or 
atoms or bonds). That number is termed “Avogadro’s number”, and is chosen so that 1 
mole of H atoms has mass ~ 1 g. (1 mole of C is then ~12 g, O~ 16 g)  

Bond Energy (kJ/mole) 

C-H 410 

O=O 494 

C=O 799 

O-H 460 

C-C 347 

C=C 519 (if in rings) 

C-O 360 



Problem 

Consider the burning of one of the simplest hydrocarbons, methane (CH4), the primary 
constituent of natural gas. You used the energy content of methane already in the cogen 
problem set; now calculate it from first principles. 

Burning methane, as in burning any hydrocarbon, means combining it with oxygen to 
form carbon dioxide and water: 

  CH4 + 2⋅O2 → CO2 + 2⋅H2O 

 

Methane:	   

 

Oxygen:  

 

Carbon dioxide:  

 

Water:  

 

 

A. Compute the net energy released in burning one mole of natural gas  

B. Compute the energy density of methane (in J/kg) 

C. Compare that energy density to that of gasoline. Does your comparison make 
sense?  

D. Estimate the energy density of gasoline. You can use benzene as your model for 
gasoline (it’s one component of gasoline and is nice and simple). 



Problem 2: Fossil fuel reserves and atmospheric consequences 

The slides we skipped over show estimates of the total size of world conventional + oil 
sands reserves of coal, oil, and natural gas, and current rates of consumption. You can  
assume that no fuel is being stockpiled, so the rate of production = the rate of 
consumption. 

All these values are estimates and refer to commercially extractable hydrocarbons. You 
might see higher values in the literature. 

Reserves are given in units of “bboe” or “billion barrels of oil equivalent”. One barrel of oil 
equivalent = 5.8 ⋅ 106 BTU = 6.1 ⋅ 109 J.  

A. Reality-check the consumption numbers. Is the total fossil fuel burnt consistent 
with your sense of world per capita power consumption? Convert the values above 
to give a world per capita use of fossil-fuel generated power, in W/person. Discuss 
why this is or is not reasonable (and if it’s not reasonable, check your units and try 
again). Fossil fuels should represent over 80% of world energy consumption. 

B. What are the lifetimes of our conventional coal, oil, and gas reserves, if use 
continues at its current rate? What are the lifetimes is we use shale gas and oil 
sands? 

C. (Optional): Repeat the above taking into account the growth rate in energy use. 

D. (Optional): How many tons of carbon are in each reserve? For this purpose, you 
can assume that coal, oil, and gas are all hydrocarbons (C and H only) with C:H 
ratios as given in class. You know the energy densities of coal, oil, and gas (roughly 
30, 40, and 50 MJ/kg, and you can be more precise if you want). 

E. (Optional): How many tons are emitted to the atmosphere per year?  

F. (Optional): If 50% of the emitted carbon stays in the atmosphere as carbon 
dioxide (a good approximation for right now; the rest goes into the ocean) what is 
the fractional increase in atmospheric carbon per year? (The atmosphere currently 
contains ~ 385 ppm carbon dioxide, for a total mass of carbon of ~ 730 GtC. (1 Gt 
=109 tons).  

G.  (Optional): Assume that we burn all the proven reserves, but nothing else. What 
will be the final atmospheric carbon content? (Give it in both GtC and convert to 
ppm; you can just scale) By what fraction will carbon content have increased from 
pre-industrial times (when CO2 was at 275 ppm)?  

H. (Optional): If the Earth warms by ~ 3 degrees / doubling of CO2 concentration, by 
how much will it have warmed when carbon emissions and so human-induced 
global warming stop? Is global warming a catastrophe in this scenario? 

I. (Optional): The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assumes that 
man’s industrial activities may result in atmospheric CO2 concentrations of 1000 
ppm by 2100. How much carbon (in GtC) is the IPCC assuming will be discovered, 
processed, and burnt? Is the IPCC confident that we have the environmental 
resolve to keep our hands off the Green River shale? 



Problem 3: Solar power 

The atmosphere is a heat engine powered by solar radiation – but not a very good one. 
Extraction of both wind and hydro power are mechanical-mechanical conversions of kinetic 
energy produced from solar energy by the heat engine of the atmosphere, and we saw 
that energy densities of water and wind were very low. Given how much trouble we’ve 
been having at finding some source of renewable energy that can power the world, it 
might occur to you at this point that it could make sense to somehow use the solar 
radiation more efficiently – that we could design a better heat engine than the 
atmosphere. In this problem you’ll decide whether we can already do that. 

A. To start the problem off, restate your target energy conversion efficiency to power 
the world, that you’ve derived at the beginning of class. State your target both as a 
fractional conversion of average sunlight and in W/m2.  

Two potential technologies for conversion of solar radiation energy to usable forms that 
might meet this target are solar photovoltaics and solar thermal plants. 

 

Solar photovoltaic panels are 
semiconductors that use the photoelectric 
effect to convert solar radiation directly to 
electricity. The average efficiency of 
conversion for commercial panels sold today is 
12-18%. Furthermore, you can put them 
places where the solar radiation is higher than 
world (200 W/m2) or U.S. average. The 
panels do have a nonlinear response to being 
partially shaded, however – shade from a 
passing cloud on even a small part of the 
panel can cut power dramatically. Even if you 
put your panels in the desert, you probably 
should apply a capacity factor of ~ 0.8 to 
account for partial shading reductions in 
power. 

B. Rescale the solar PV efficiency to 
account for the fact that panels have to have some spacing. What fraction of the 
sunlight falling on the whole PV facility is turned to electricity? 

 

Solar thermal plants are less high-tech and consist of no elements that would be 
unfamiliar to a 19th century engineer (and nothing incomprehensible to an 18th century 
engineer). Mirrors are used to capture incoming solar radiation (very efficiently, perhaps 
90%) and direct it onto a tube of some substance (usually oil, sometimes molten salt) to 
heat it. The hot fluid is circulated in urn to heat water and make steam, which then runs a 
perfectly ordinary steam turbine, which spins a generator just as all fossil-fuel-powered 
power plants do. Think of a nuclear plant, only instead of a reactor core providing the 
heat, your reactor is the sun and you are concentrating sunlight from mirrors to produce 

Solar PV installation at Nellis Air Force Base, 
NV. Image copyright unknown. 



heat. Again, as for solar PV, these plants can be placed in sunny locations. Unlike solar PV 
there is no nonlinear partial shading response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Estimate the efficiency of solar thermal. Use the picture above to estimate the 
relative coverage of the mirrors and so the fraction of sunlight they could capture at 
best for a given project site. Make reasonable assumptions about the efficiency of 
capturing sunlight with mirrors and of getting that light onto the fluid being heated, 
and the efficiency of the engine that turns heat into electricity.  Which is better, 
solar thermal or solar PV? Is the difference large enough that you’re sure? 

D. Pick a location for a solar plant in the U.S. based on the following map of insolation 
from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. You want to pick locations that are 
sunny, cloud-free (especially for PV), flat, and cheap. Estimate the W/m2 of 
solar insolation in your planned location.  

Note that the map uses non-standard areal energy density units of kWh/m2/day 
rather than W/m2; the darkest reds on this plot are 7.5-8.0 kWh/m2/day and the 
next darkest red is 7.0-7.5 kWh/m2/day. 

E. What is the W/m2 you can generate from your best solar option in that 
location? (Either PV or thermal).  

F. Did you meet your target energy goal of A? 

G. Decide you are Energy Dictator and can appropriate as much land as you need to 
set up your energy system of choice. Block out on the map that follows (or 
another version) the land you will seize to fill all current U.S. electricity 
needs with your favorite solar technology. 

H. Now assume that you will get rid of fossil fuels entirely – you’ll electrify cars etc. 
Appropriate enough land to meet all of US energy needs, and mark your 
appropriation on the map. 

Parabolic trench 
collectors, solar 
thermal installation 
near Barstow, CA, 
built in 1984. 
Operated by 
NextEra Energy. 
Image copyright 
unknown. 



 

I. (Optional) Some solar thermal plants are 
foregoing the trough mirror design in favor 
a “power tower” system where multiple 
mirrors focus radiation on the top of a 
tower and heat a boiler there. A tower is 
obviously an extra expense, as are mirrors 
that can track the sun and stay focused. 
What is that advantage to this system 
that could help make it cost-
competitive? (We discussed this briefly in 
lecture). 

 

J. (Optional) Residential installations of systems that make electricity from the sun 
are overwhelmingly solar PV instead of solar thermal. What governs this 
decision? 

 



Problem 4: (Optional) Energy cost of the internet 

There has been some dispute in the last few years about the energy requirements of 
internet use. The 2010 article below describes some of the controversy. Read it and 
decide whether the author of this article understands the numbers and whether Google’s 
statement (“so a Google search uses just about the same amount of energy that 
your body burns in ten seconds.”) is a convincing argument against the environmental 
impact of the internet. You can either answer the structured questions below, or make an 
argument using numbers as you see fit. 
 

A. From numbers in the article, what is the power consumption of a Google 
search?  
 
Power is in W, i.e. J/s, and obviously a Google search doesn’t last forever, so 
evaluate the power expended WHILE you are actively searching on Google…This 
number represents the power consumption of all the servers and transmission 
lines that store and send the information that ends up on your computer.  
 

B. Compare this “back-end” power consumption with the power consumption of 
your computer itself (which you can assume is ~ 100 W). 
 

C. If you began spending 8 hours a day Googling continuously (not even reading 
the answers, just searching and searching), how much would your present 
~10,000 W total power usage grow by? 
 

D. How much would your personal Googling cost society? (Assume ~10 cents per 
kWh).  

 
(Of course, if that much Googling really started happening by everyone, then it 
wouldn’t be sustainable under the current business model… Google advertising 
would become less effective per search and ad revenues couldn’t support the 
level of energy use. Google might have to start charging for searches, since the 
benefit to advertisers could no longer cover the costs of operating Google’s 
server farms). 
 

E. Is the author of the article below correct in his dismissal of the impact of 
increased internet use? (This is perhaps subjective, but defend your opinion). 

 
F. Is Google being disingenuous or straightforward? (Also subjective, but give your 

opinion). 
 
Scientist slams newspaper for Google CO2 report By Steven 
Musil, Cnet.com 
 
A report in The Times of London on Sunday generated a firestorm of 
controversy when a Harvard physicist was identified as saying a 
typical Google Web search on a desktop computer generates about 7 
grams of carbon dioxide, making two searches comparable to bringing a 



tea kettle to boil. "A Google search has a definite environmental 
impact," Alex Wissner-Gross was quoted as telling the newspaper. 
Problem is, Wissner-Gross tells TechNewsWorld, his study never 
singles out or even mentions Google."For some reason, in their story 
on the study, The Times had an ax to grind with Google," Wissner-
Gross said. "Our work has nothing to do with Google. Our focus was 
exclusively on the Web overall, and we found that it takes on average 
about 20 milligrams of CO2 per second to visit a Web site." 
 
So where did The Times get the kettle stat? "I have no idea where 
they got those statistics," said Wissner-Gross, who acknowledged and 
defended making the statements about Google. "Everything online has a 
definite environmental impact. I think everybody can agree on that, 
including Google." Google, which the newspaper described as 
"secretive about its energy consumption and carbon footprint," was 
swift to respond to the reported statistics in a blog late Sunday: 
 
We thought it would be helpful to explain why this number is *many* 
times too high. Google is fast--a typical search returns results in 
less than 0.2 seconds. Queries vary in degree of difficulty, but for 
the average query, the servers it touches each work on it for just a 
few thousandths of a second. Together with other work performed 
before your search even starts (such as building the search index) 
this amounts to 0.0003 kWh of energy per search, or 1 kJ. For 
comparison, the average adult needs about 8000 kJ a day of energy 
from food, so a Google search uses just about the same amount of 
energy that your body burns in ten seconds. 
 
As my report noted Sunday, Google has become a de facto leader in the 
effort to reduce energy consumption not only in IT but in the general 
population. Google is a board member of a new coalition called the 
Climate Savers Computing Initiative, which aims to reduce computing 
power-consumption by half by 2010. And the search giant's Google.org 
philanthropy has made policy recommendations on how the U.S. could 
wean itself from coal and oil for electricity generation and nearly 
halve its gasoline consumption by 2030. However, while Wissner-Gross 
criticized The Times for finding a "really easy way to sell papers," 
the physicist is riding a tsunami of press inquiries to highlight 
CO2stats.com, a site he manages to help educate people about energy 
efficiencies on the Internet. 


